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TRAFFICKING IN FLORIDA



HT IN FLORIDA 

 According to the Department of Justice, Florida ranks third in the 
nation for the number of calls received by the hotline of the National 
Human Trafficking Resource Center.  

 Florida is named as one of the top three states as a destination for 
trafficked persons, along with New York and Texas.

 Florida and Orlando in particular, is a hotspot for human trafficking 
because of its large immigrant population, tourism, and agricultural 
industries.



HT IN FLORIDA 

 HT is the face of modern organized 
crime:

 More profitable than drugs or arms. 

 Continuous profits.

 Less Risks. 



transporting, soliciting, recruiting, harboring, providing, 
enticing, maintaining, or obtaining another person for the 
purpose of exploitation of that person

Victim under 18 years old: 
- Engaged in commercial sexual activity
- Engaged in labor/services 

Victim is an adult: 
- Use of coercion for commercial sexual activity
- Use of coercion for labor/services

HUMAN TRAFFICKING



HUMAN TRAFFICKING

 Coercion:

 Using or threatening force

 Restraining/threatening isolation, 
confinement

 Debt servitude

 Destroying, confiscating, withholding, or 
possessing government ID or passport

 Threatening financial harm

 Enticing by fraud/deceit

 Providing controlled substance to exploit



BRANDING OR MARKING





HT IN OUR COMMUNITY:

Travel on airlines



HT IN OUR 
COMMUNITY:

 Travel on airlines

 Attend school

 Stay at hotels

 Eat at restaurants

 Social outings at bars/clubs/parties

 Maid Service / Domestic Servant

 Encounter criminal side of society 
(domestic violence, prostitution, 
drugs, theft, trespass)



DOMESTIC SERVITUDE:



UNDERSTANDING VICTIM 
PSYCHOLOGY

 Most vulnerable children to Minor 
sex trafficking: 
 Homeless

 Runaways

 “throwaway” youth (sheltered, 
foster care, group homes)

 60% of children in foster care have 
PTSD from sexual abuse

 42% of children in foster care have 
PTSD from physical abuse

Victims are suffering from PTSD 
BEFORE they meet their pimps

Dubner, AE; Motta, RW (1999).  “Sexually 
and Physically Abused Foster Care Children 
and PTSD Disorders.”  Journal of Consulting 
and Clinical Psychology, 67 (3): 367-73.



UNDERSTANDING VICTIM 
PSYCHOLOGY

 Brainwashing of a Pimp:
 Victim is starved for attention…

 Pimp showers her with love & attention

 Buys her things – phone, nails, hair

 Creates dependency – how to walk, talk, what to eat

 Nickname to erase identity

 Forced education: watching porn

 Pimp slowly begins to pull back
 “If we only had money, we would…”

 “I’m going to marry you”

 Beatings begin

 Removal from family/support structure

 RESULT = victim desperately love and fear their pimp



HOW TO TRAIN A VICTIM:



RECOGNIZE 
WARNING 
SIGNS:

Avoids eye contact

Appears submissive and fearful

Injuries on body

Multiple pregnancies; abortions

Branding or scarring indicating ownership

Third party answers for them… seems controlling

Substance abuse

Fake or no ID

“Dating” an older, controlling man

Rotting teeth; poor medical history



SEEING THE WARNING SIGNS



CASE EXAMPLE: 
JEREMY “JWEB” WEBSTER

 JWeb was a substitute teacher by day and 
pimp by night

 17 yo victim

 Met as a “massage” client – made her an 
offer

 Took her to hotel & rented room in his own 
name



JEREMY “JWEB” WEBSTER



JEREMY “JWEB” WEBSTER

• Victim saw 5 johns

• Jweb (tried) to collect the $$ 



DEFENDANT’S 
EXPLANATION

 Stripper party with victim and another girl: 

 Jweb host a private party in the room and the victim 
was to dance for customers.  

 Jweb was to receive 30 percent of the profits from 
the party.  

 They were going to charge customers $20.00 to 
enter the room, $40.00 for VIP and $10.00/ per lap 
dance.  

 Jweb said if the victim planned to have sex with a 
customer he would leave the room. 



JURY TRIAL OUTCOME

convicted by a jury

Sentenced to 15 years prison

Sex offender for life



SMALL GROUP ACTIVITY

Discuss: 

How might the  warning 
signs may present in a 

mediation?

How can a mediator can 
safely explore their options 
and ask questions, and how 
to not endanger the victim 

in the process. 



Attorney-mediators, please join the ADR Section of the Florida Bar

if you haven’t already!

Find out more at www.FlaBarADR.com/membership/



HOW TO 
REPORT 
IT?

 Report Suspicious Activity!
 Emergency Number

Victim in immediate danger

Not anonymous

911

 National Human Trafficking 
Hotline

Potential trafficking situation

anonymous

1-888-373-7888
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